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Lidobus

Tour

Lidobus Weggis - © Luzern Tourismus, Laila Bosco

On a 40-minute round trip on the Lidobus, you can discover the scenic beauty
of Weggis and learn lots of interesting facts about the village.

The round trip with the Lidobus starts at the Weggis boat station. You can
get on and off at the following locations: Unterdorf, Chenot Palace Weggis,
Lido/Hallenbad, Seeblick, Zinnenstrasse, Hertenstein boat station, Villa Senar,
Friedheim and the tennis court.

The driver tells anecdotes and interesting facts about Weggis during the journey.
Timetable
The Lidobus runs at weekends in May and October. From June to September it
operates daily.

The timetables are published in spring.
Prices
The prices for individual trips are CHF 3.50 - CHF 5.00, depending on the length of
the route. The entire round trip costs CHF 9.00. The weekly ticket costs CHF 29.00,
with a guest card CHF 20.00. Tickets can be purchased directly from the driver.

Extra trips

The Tourist Information Weggis is happy to take reservations for extra trips or
groups. Contact: Tel. +41 41 227 18 00 or weggis@luzern.com.
The Lidobus history
The Lidobus goes back to the "Landibähnli", which was used at the National
Exhibition in Zurich in 1939. The Lanidbähnli was one of the special attractions at
the exhibition, with its electric drive and open trailer for passengers. The Weggis
tourism association decided to buy a replica in 1944, despite the turmoil of war.
The "Elektrobähnli", as it was called at the time, consumed around 3,500 kWh per
year.

In 1959, a new Lidobus with a petrol engine was purchased. The trailer was fitted
with a fixed roof and from then on was closed on one side.

In 2002, the Lidobus trailer was completely refurbished and a new towing vehicle
was purchased.
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Technical data
Type of vehicle: light articulated vehicle

Length: 10.5 metres

Width: 1.62 metres

Height: 2.2 metres

Bare weight: 3750 kilograms

Payload: 2250 kilograms

Total weight: 6000 kilograms

Maximum speed: 26 km/h

Power: 93 hp

Price:
from 3.5 CHF per Person/Offer
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